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Software Engineering: I want all the students to have the opportunity to learn and perform well: 
•   No female can be allocated to an all-male group 
•   No international student with all home-students 
•   No groups should have participants from the same country (international) 
•   distribute participants based on previous marks 
•   No minorities 
•   Groups are to be multicultural 
•   Groups are to be balanced in  
terms of expected performance 
Constraints are 
 dependent on 
teachers’ pedagogy Constraint‐based Group Forma on 
•  The alloca on of par cipants to groups based on some 
constraints 
•  Collabora on task has a set of goals, each is a set of 
constraints  
•  User has a degree of freedom in choosing the constraints 
•  Each constraint has a value 
•  Maximize the u lity of all constraints within all goals => 
Op mal forma on Assump ons 
•  Every student is a member of some group 
•  Non‐overlapping group forma on 
•  All groups have a similar size 
•  All formed groups are stable while the forma on 
is not announced by the instructor Metrics for Group Forma on 
•  Collabora on task  t  •  Groups  g 
•  Collabora on Goals α 
•  Constraints  c 
•  Par cipants  p  •  Produc vity  Q(t) 
•  Cohort  G 
•  Forma on  form 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Summary 
Metrics  Par cipant  Group  Cohort 
Forma on 
Constraint Sa sfac on 
Quality  √  √ 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 √ 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 √ 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1.  Constraint Sa sfac on 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 For a 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•  Group Constraint Sa sfac on Quality 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did all group g 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c 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•  Group Constraint 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How well did 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g 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c 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well did 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groups 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1.  Goal Sa sfac on Quality 
  How well did the groups sa sfy a goal αk 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the 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task t 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 How 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the 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of the 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•  Group Forma on Quality 
  How well was a group formed in terms of all goals. 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2.  Forma on Quality 
  How 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were the 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formed 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of 
sa sfying 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the 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•  Group Forma on Quality 
  How well was a group formed in terms of all goals. 
•  Cohort Forma on Quality 
  How well was the cohort formed in terms of all 
the goals and therefore task t 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1.  Group Produc vity Quality 
 How well did the group achieve task t 
Measure of the quality of the group outcome 
against an absolute scale deﬁned by the 
instructor 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The  op mal  forma on  is  the  op mal  cohort  that  can 
result from the set of goals, such that the forma on 
quality metrics are maximized. 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form1  form2  formn 
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Procedure ‐  Calcula ng group forma on quality  Complexity depends  
on solvers algorithm 
c1 
α1 
c2 
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… αk 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… 
Given task t, op mal forma on formopt 
            for each forma on form 
        
      
       for each group g in the cohort C 
                                    for each goal α in the task t 
           
return formopt 
       then formopt  form 
       if  cohort forma on quality > op mal quality 
       calculate cohort forma on quality 
               calculate group forma on quality 
                     calculate group goal sa sfac on 
                
          for each constraint c in goal α 
                                                           calculate group constraint sa sfac on 
                Future Work 
•  Evalua ng the Metrics 
 Study 
 Ques onnaires for data collec ons 
 Ques onnaires for perceived forma on quality 
 Data Sample 
 So ware Engineering Groups (66 students) 
 Programming Groups (27 students) 
•  Evalua ng the constraints 
•  Web‐based group forma on system Thank you :‐) 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